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I. Introduction 

The construction industry, compared to other in

dustries. is distinguished by a small productivity of work 

and large fragmentation. This is a complex system con

nected by close ties, still being quickly developed, and 

sensitively reacting to environmental effects. A great 

number of projects are being constantly implemented 

there (new construction, building reconstruction and he

ating renovation, attraction of investment, etc) distin

guishing one from another by purposes, volumes and 

other features. 

In investigating any problem connected with certain 

construction fields: new residential, industrial, commer

cial, administration building construction, reconstruction 

or renovation, bridge building, installation of the utility 

networks, infrastructure creation, the construction mate

rials industry, etc, tremendous problems are encounte

red. Solution of these problems requires a great deal of 

time and financial resources. This research enumerates 

the largest elements describing the construction process. 

After a deeper investigation. we will see that it is pos

sible to separate each of these processes into several. 

even quite a few. smaller processes or projects. 

Having such a variety of elements panicipating in 

the construction process. the necessity araises to recip

rocally co-ordinate these acti\ities. to collaborate on 

'ariou~ is~uc~. exchange infonnation. and share the ex

perience ro~~cssed. 

A nc'' decision suppon system 1 DSS) u~ing the 

latest int{lmlation technology is being de\eloped tu im

plement joint projects. The decision suppon system is 

designated to accumulate and process initial data using 

various mathematical and logical models including mul

ticriteria assessment methods. The DSS then provides 

the decision-maker with the information necessary to 

analyse, create, assess, and make a decision concerning 

alternatives to possible decisions. At last there was a 

possibility to obtain and store the results obtained. 

2. The work aim and research subject 

Describing the preconditions set fonh after making 

assenions clarifies the investigation problem connected 

with the possibility of applying cenain multicriteria de

cision selection methods in the field of construction 

technology. 

The author's purpose was to investigate the cur

rent decision suppon systems and the mathematical mo

dels used in them as well as to improve them by in

troducing several multilevel, multicriteria decision synt

hesis methods. The proposed methods must corres

pond to the nature of the problems being resolved and 

take into consideration the modem view applied to mul

ticriteria decision-making. Based on this, the primary 

assenion of this research is the following. 

Applying corresponding methods according to a 

procedure assuring a correct course for this process must 

solve problems of multicriteria decisions by construction 

technology engineers. with the group of variants known 

and defined in the decision selection process in the be

ginning. According to the assenion set tonh above in 

this research. the ft1llowing aims are being pursued: 

• to select those methods. which are the newest and 

most representative. taking into consideration \a

rious 'iewpoint~ applied in the multicriteria deci

sion method according to the problems in organi

sing many indexes; 

• to investigate once and tor all and to apply many 

indexes tor soJ,ing a task. three new multile\'el. 

multicriteria decision synthesis methods (for the 

first time synthesis methods were mentioned in 1991 

in the work of Prof E. K. Zavadskas [ I ]. however 

no final analysis and adaptation were provided); 
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• to combine 3 new multicriteria decision syntheses, 

several multicriteria decision-making methods (for 

separate stage decisions) and expert methods in a 

newly created decision support system applying 

multicriteria synthesis methods (DSS_MS) for 

construction software work: 

• to prepare an initial database devoted to DSS_MS 

for construction. 

The subject of the research is multicriteria deci

sion theory and decision support system. Theoretical 

multicriteria assessment and expert methods are used 

in pursuing the aforementioned aims. 

A thorough description of the scientific research 

performed and the results obtained is presented in the 

author's thesis [2]. 

3. Contents of the research 

The primary focus of this research is to clarify 

the possibilities of using multicriteria decision selection 

method in an effort to solve the problems of decision

making connected with the construction industry. The 

development of the multicriteria decision-making met

hods is presented here. Also, there are briefly presen

ted the connections and problems of the multicriteria 

decision-making method. The development of the in

vestigation method and the existing single level multic

riteria decision-making manner in the construction tech

nology field is investigated. In the first chapter [2], 

there is a brief review of several decision support sys

tems DSS used abroad and in Lithuania. 

In the second chapter [2] are presented the funda

mental aspects of the new decision support system cre

ated by the author. Here are described the principal 

two main structural elements of the decision support 

systems: data (databases and their control system) and 

the rrincipal elemenb of the model base structure (the 

structure of the multicriteria assessment and expert met

hull~ used in the system). 

Besides the af\,rcmcntiuncd as~crtiun. an initial d<~

tahasc t\1r the dcdsion suprort system in construction 

and structur.1l schemes li.1r decision-making ha\ c been 

created. A thorough description of the proposed data

base structure CDBS) and the multicriteria decision-ma

king structure scheme are presented by the author [.2]. 

The structure of the decision support system ap

plying multicriteria synthesis methods (DSS_MS) in 

construction is based a systematic-technical assessment 

of the projects (PSI) [3, 4], expert assessment [4, 5], 

and the multicriteria decision synthesis methods propo

sed by the author [.2]: 

• a method of project synthesis by a compromise 

compensation model (SKK3) [.2, 6]: 

• a method of project multicriteria decision synthe

sis ( DSS I ) on the basis of decision success crite

rion (PSS I) [.2. 7]: 

• a method of project multicriteria decision synthe

sis (DSS.2) according to average weighted deci

sion-making success (VSPSS I) [.2]. 

The aim of a decision by these methods is to com

bine for the investigated construction complex, the al

ternatives of the several analysed construction proces

ses or projects into a general construction system de

cision tree (DT) (Fig). 

By this it is sought to avoid possible errors ari

sing in future construction, which is already in the sta

ges of the establishment of its future purposes and in 

the design stage. Then investigating also properly and 

complexly the design questions related to future const

ruction, performing a complex analysis of possible 

construction materials and equipment used for const

ruction, analysing the possibilities of the construction 

labour market, and resolving many of the quantity qu

estions connected with construction, it is possible to 

accumulate a large amount of time and material re

sources connected with construction processes. These 

questions were and are very important at the level of 

each state, each firm. and each individual person. For 

the solution of these questions, a great deal of time 

and force is allocated worldwide. Thus. the author. af

ter investigating current situation. has noted a tendency 

in the creation of the existing and newly created deci

sion support systems that most of DSS created systems 

in Lithu:mi;~ and the world arc developed to pursue only 

one or another ~pccitk aim. Uugc expenditures of time 

and funds arc alluc:ncd tu create e\ cry DSS system. 

The created sy~tcm~ \\ork only in \CfY concrete. 

specific area~ of construction. economics. em ironmcn

tal protection. etc. Mostly solve questions at one level 

of the area being investigated. A solution can be made 

only in a concrete and so assigned direction of DSS 

activity. It is not foreseen in the system to perform 

complex, multilevel decision except the existing variant 
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design methods and practical application examples found 

in the work of E. K. Zavadskas and A. Kaklauskas 

[3], C. L. Hwang and K. Yoon [4]. 

The author, through his three multicriteria deci

sion synthesis methods. has sought: 

• to investigate the possibilities of multilevel deci

sion execution and the problems connected with it: 

• to eliminate the gap created in the system of mul

ticriteria decision methods and to create three mul

tilevel multicriteria decision synthesis methods in

tegrated into a DSS: 

• to adapt the system being created together with the 

integrated synthesis methods to the solution of as 

great a diversity of complex questions as possible. 

4. Practical application of the scientific research 

In order to check the reliability of the newly cre

ated system, there was created a decision support sys

tem computer model, applying multicriteria synthesis 

methods (DSS _ MS), which is designated to solve equip

ping design problems of component parts of a buil

ding, combining them into a general totality with the 

assistance of synthesis methods. In this system addi

tional programming measures are used for solving un

defined questions: methods of expert assessment and 

pair comparison. Various methods for project system 

technical assessment are proposed for solving single le

vel multicriteria assessment tasks. 

DSS _MS in construction is designated for engine

ers, experts, construction technology-management stu

dents, and other users. As a teaching aid, this system 

should assist students to better understand as well as 

to independently master and learn new concepts and 

the methods connected with the multicriteria decision 

methods that are becoming ever more popular. As an 

applied system. the programme can analyse multile\'el 

task!> for the most compte:\ structures. which frequently 

arise in the complex conl>truction industry. The control 

of the !>oliware system pan ots ''ell as the creation and 

tilling of the datahal>t: :o.tructure i!> l>imple and du nut 

need a large additiom1l e:\penditure of labour. The sy!>

tem has an internal control mechanism tor sell:.control 

with certain author assigned parameters. 

The packet provides the possibility of: 

• systematically storing the initial data connected with 

various technical decisions; 
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• performing an analysis of the initial data posses

sed and processing it: 

• solving problematic questions of the management 

of undefined data by the expert method: 

• according to the analysis performed, making effec

tive decisions in both single level (proximity to 

the ideal point, multicriteria complex proportion 

assessment methods for projects) and multilevel 

(multicriteria decision synthesis methods) systems 

created from multicriteria decisions: 

• protecting the results of realised projects in a da

tabase and providing this data for repeated analy

sis as well as for the creation of other initial da

tabases: 

• printing the initial data and results in the shape of 

forms specially prepared for it. 

By applying the DSS_MS computer model crea

ted by the author, there are presented 2 actual exam

ples, solved by the author with the assistance of mul

ticriteria analysis synthesis methods, of several const

ruction elements and construction processes as well as 

of ongoing construction: 

I. The selection of the most effective construction 

elements of Polish Houses using the method of 

synthesis and compromise compensation models 

(SKK3). By this method the most effective const

ruction solution variant was calculated. It inclu

des exterior walls, foundation, roofing, windows 

and partitions. An initial DSS _MS construction ba

se was also created. 

2. The selection of the most efficient construction 

elements and the construction process of a 6-flo

or administration building in Vilnius were made 

using the multicriteria decision synthesis ( DSS I ) 

method. 

With this specific case were sol\'ed the question!> 

of imestigation project!>. 4 constructi\e elements (buil

ding skeleton. glass panition!> and automatic dtxlrs. \en

tilation and air conditioning system. building ti.1cade 

tini:.hingl a!> \\ell al> the selection of a contractor. 

3. The selection of the most eflicient construction 

\'ariant tor a one-tlat residential house using the 

project of the multicriteria decision synthesis met

hod (DSS2) according to average weighted deci

sion-making success (VSPSS I ) criterion was made. 



S. General conclusions 

I. A new decision support system management pro

cedure in construction was created. It assures a cor

rect decision selection process, especially taking into 

consideration a selected explanation method for deci

sion multitask problems. 

2. Three multicriteria synthesis methods were cre

ated: 

a) a method of project synthesis, using a compromi

se compensation model (SKK3) was improved: 

b) a method tor project multicriteria decision synthe

sis (DSS I), on the basis of decision success crite

rion (PSSI) was created: 

c) a method for project multicriteria decision synthesis 

(DDS2), according to average weighted decision

making success (VSPSS I) criterion, was improved. 

3. The method of proximity to the ideal point was 

improved by introducing the absolute mutual signifi

cance of single level of alternatives (TOPSIS_A). 

4. A new term was introduced: single level, alter

native absolute mutual significance. 

5. A theoretical and computer model for a deci

sion support system applying multicriteria synthesis met

hods (DSS_MS) with the aforementioned system ele

ments integrated were created. 

6. The reliability of all three synthesis methods 

was tested by calculated experiments. The results of 

the assessment of two methods were applied in the 

concrete projects actually implemented. 

All this allows one to assert that multicriteria de

cision synthesis methods are theoretically fully descri

bed and mathematically grounded. All three synthesis 

methods created are part of the classification scheme 

of project technical assessment methods and are desig
nated to solve problems through multiple level multic

riteria decisions. 
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SPRENDII\UJ PARAMOS SISTEMA, TAIKANT DAUGIA
KRJTERINJUS SJNTEZtS METODUS STATYBOJE 

\". ~arka 

Santrauka 

Autorius savo moksliniq tyrimq pagrindu pasirinko dau
giakriteriniq sprendimq priemimo metodikll, ~ios metodikos 
problematik~t ir tyrimo metodq pletfll. 

Nagrinejami esami vienpakopiai daugiakriteriniq sprendi
mll priemimo budai statybos technologijos srityje bei auto
riaus siUiomi daugiapakopiai daugiakriteriniq sprendimq sinte
zcs metodai. 

Atskirq struktiirq sujungimo i bendfll sisteJTIIl kanu spren
dziant skiningose pakopose esanciq altematyvq tarpusavio rysiq 
suderinamumo problemas nagrinejimas yra Iabai svarbus dau
giakriteriniq sprendimq srityje. Sprendimo ~iais metodais tikslas 
yra nagrinejamame statybos komplekse sujungti keliq analizuo
jamq statybos procesq ar projekll! altematyvas i bendf!l staty
bos sistem~t. Tuo yra siekiama dar tikslq nustatymo bei projek
tavimo stadijose i~vengti galimq klaidq busimoje statyboje. 

Autoriaus patobulinti ir sukuni projekll! daugiakriteriniq 
sprendimq sintezes metodai yra nauja daugiakriteriniq spren
dimq metodq ~aka. Pagal sukurtq daugiakriteriniq sprendimq 
sintezcs mctodq algoritmus parengti kompiuteriniai metodq mo
dcliai ym integruoti i naujai sukunl\ sprendimq paramos sis
tcmq statyboje SPS_DS. 

Pagal SPS_DS sistemq atlikti rro~ktiniai tyrimai. Pateikti 
autoriaus issrr~stq dvicjq realiai pastatytl! rastatq keli11 kon
strukcinil! clcmcntq bci statybo-. rroccsq daugiarakorcs dau
giakritcrini:-. analizc-. sintczcs mctodai-. ravyzd7.iai. Tair rat 
sukuna rradini: SPS DS statybt~jc kai kuriuu-. konstrukciniu-. 
clcmcntu' trastalll karkaSij. ii.urinc .. sicnas. rcn,·arJ-.. fasado 
ar.Jail;.j. langu-.. -.tug;.j ir I. t.l bci -.tatybtl-. JlWCcsu-. (flWjckto. 

ranguH• rarmkimql arro~i.anti duumcn11 ba1i: CDRSJ. 
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